ance resigns:
Walsh selected
as new editor
The resignation of David Vance
as Editor of the 1970 TRAIL was
officially accepted by ASUPS
President Tom Leavitt on June
21.
Vance was unanimously
selected by the Publications
Committee last spring. Following
that decision a group of UPS
students contested the selection
sighting Vance's affiliation with
the local draft resistance group.
The University Council, after
hearing both sides of the issue.
decided against becoming involved
in an exclusively student issue and
voted to support the decision of
Central Board and the ASB
Judiciary Committee.
Vance stated that "Although I
feel a deep commitment to the
University and the TRAIL, I
believe that this national position
will be a more effective base from

which to further the
reconciliation of mankind."
Leavitt in accepting Vance's
resignation said, "I was looking
forward to a close working
relationship with David as Editor,
with complete confidence in his
ability to produce a worthwhile
student publication."
On June 22 the Publications
Committee selected Dick Walsh as
Vance's replacement.
Walsh has been Managing
Editor for the past two years and
upon assuming his new position
stated, "In the past the paper has
frequently been devoted to
coverage of only one point of
view. I intend to give all sides a
hearing, and not allow the
opinions of a vocal minority to
take precedence."
The appointment of Walsh has
not yet been ratified by Central
Board.

Draft Counseling
Again Available
The UPS Voluntary Services
and Draft Counseling Center
expects to open September 15.
The Center will be in the same
quarters they occupied last year
on the top floor of Howarth Hall
above the Education School
offices.
Center spokesman Doug
Kleiner explains, "The office is
open all the time. The door is
always unlocked and people are
invited to go in and help
themselves to what information
they need."
He cited the availability of
information regarding
conscientous objector status and
all other deferments, as well as

some different reading material.
In addition, as Doug put it,
"There is an ample stack of
material, 'prominently displayed',
about enlistment in the Marine
Corps."
The Center is an official
ASUPS organization founded
through the persistent lobbying of
former Resistance head David
Vance. It was founded as a part of
the recommendations of the Long
Range Planning Commission.
The Center receives an
allotment of $100 from the
student body. Although that is
down $100 from last year, Kleiner
states, "We can always have a
Continued on Page 5
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ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS FILLED
Two new vice-presidents will
take office this fall along with one
new man of vice-presidential
status. New Dean of Faculties will
be J. Maxon Reeves; Lloyd C.
Stuckey will be bursar; and John
T. English will be dean of
students.
The status of English is up in
the air at the moment. He reports
directly to University President R.
Franklin Thompson, but does not
have the title of Vice-President of
the University as do Reeves,
Stuckey, and Richard Dale Smith.
A full-time dean of students
was demanded by students last
year in a confrontation with
Un iversity officials. A student
,commitee selected John English
to fill that position.
Stuckey takes over as Bursar in
replacement of Dr. Gerard Banks
who has requested a leave of
absence. Dr. Banks will formally

relinquish his position in October.

President R. Franklin Thompson converses with J. Maxon Reeves and John T. English, two
of UPS's new top administrators.

Stuckey was previously controller
of the University of the Pacific in
Stockton, California.
Stuckey has been a registered
public accountant in California
since 1950 and also active in the
Methodist Church.
J. Maxon Reeves as Dean of
Faculties will be responsible for
the academic program of the
University, which will include
screening the credentials and
curricula of faculty members.
Reeves received his A.B. amd
M.A. from the New York State
College for Teachers. He received
a Ed.D. from the University of
Buffalo in Counseling and
Guidance in 1955, and served as
Professor of Education and
Chairman of the Department of
Guidance and Personnel Services
at the State University of New

York at Albany from 1964 to
1969.
Kathleen M. Kegel will be the
new assistant dean of women and
will work with John English, dean
of students. Miss Kegel received
her master's degree last June from
the University of Denver and
obtained her B.A. from the
Catholic University of America in
Washington, D.C.
Replacing Larry Stenberg as
Director of Admissions will be
Edward P. Bowman. Bowman
graduated from UPS in 1957 with
a B.A. and has done graduate
work at Oregon State University.
Bowman is widely known for his
radio and television work as the
Director of Public Relations and
field announcer for the Tacoma
Cubs baseball club.

Debate Refused
U.S. Senator Henry M. Jackson

in a September 8 telegram to UPS
Young Democrats declined their
invitation to him to debate Carl
Maxey. The subject would have
been the McGovern-Hatfield
Amendment to end the War.
Jackson had voted against that
amendment when it came up for
Senate consideration and Maxey
indicated he would have
supported it. Carl Maxey did
accept the invitation to speak.
Maxey had appeared on
campus earlier in the summer to a
crowd that co-chairman of the
Pierce County Maxey for Seantor
Committee, Tim Hansen,
estimated at 250. Maxey's address
last evening was the third time he
has come to the UPS campus
during the current campaign.
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Standing in a Hammock:

At Large

Vacancy Members Wanted

By MAILA PUTNAM
Delegate-at-Large

By GREG BREVV1S
The college fraternity is failing fast. Politically, socially and in
almost every way the fraternity seems destined to be classified an
extinct species. Students today are trying to find "Where it's at" and it
doesn't seem to be "at" greek row.
The status symbol effect of fraternities in the past is now
reversing itself. The student of today doesn't seem to need the greek
way. In fact many students look on fraternities as embodying many of
the establishment values that they want to eradicate.
Each year here at UPS fraternity membership drops as a
percentage of the student body. One UPS fraternity had diffuculty
attracting even three new members this year. The national trend, a
trend evident here at UPS, shows the fraternity's political and social
influence to be on the wain. The fraternal-political machines of the past
have, for the last two years, failed to mount a serious campaign for the
ASUPS Presidency. The once widly admired fraternity "function" now
seem to be giving way to more intimate small group gatherings.
Financial troubles are sure to strike a thundering blow at greek
row when the greeks are faced with the reality of meeting leases
imposed on them by the newly formed Housing Committee. In the past
both President Thompson and Vice- President Smith have had their
minds set on the perpetuation of the greek system, at any cost. Now,
however, as our campus power structure widens and decision making
becomes more democratic, the greeks no longer have a soft shoulder on
which to cry and must face the cold realities of financial responsibility.
To meet this financial burden many houses will be forced to
accept non-member "house guests." The "house guest" situation is
touchy in two respects. First, if the fraternity "brothers" and their
guests are totally compatible some doubt may be cast on the belief that
true "brothers" are something more than mere "dormies." Secondly, it
is very possible that the "brothers" will be exclusive and will fail to
associate at all with their "guests." In any case, there will be many
trying situations for every individual connected with the fraternity
system, with any one of these situations being potentially deadly for
the greeks.
Finances must not be our sole consideration. Remember also
that the greek men are enjoying the best in on campus housing. The
row is composed of buildings owned by the University; therefore, the
use of these buildings must be on a best use basis. Thnsider the gross
inequity of a wealthy fraternity leasing a university building, and then
filling that building to only 6 0 % of its capacity. Fairness in housing
cannot be considered solely on one group's ability to lease space. There
is no excuse for failure to lease a 40 bed house to 40 independents who
are willing to pay "room," in lieu of 25 greeks who happen to have
financial backing. The Housing Committee will surely deal with all
students on an equal basis. It is hard to imagine any of today's students
being intimidated by a fraternity's squatters rights.
Regardless of the countless rationalizations given for their
"temporary" set back, the greeks must face the cold fact that students
are staying away from Frat Row in droves. Part of the difficulty in
attracting members may be centered around an acute identity crisis in
the greek organizations. In the past any frat man could step out of the
front door and fit quite well into a young executive position. The hair,
clothes, and morality were all there waiting to be reapplied. Today;
however, the fraternities have their share of the campus straights,
long-hairs, and heads. The fraternities are now a cross-section of the

DEAN PAYNE REPORTED that 113 men went
through the five day men's rush, 43 less than last
year. Of the 113 rushees, 102 pledged making it
necessary to fill 320 housing vacancies in the
fraternity complex to financially break even.

Greek Housing
Dean

of Men Ramon Payne
reported that the eight UPS
fraternities were deciding whether
to sign housing agreements with
the University.
The University Council had
previously adopted a report by
the UPS Housing Committee,
headed by Ramon Payne, which
called for the fraternities to sign
leases. Administrators pointed to
a tax complication relating to the
parietal rules concerning bond
indenture which made leases
inappropriate. The program of
housing agreements is seen by

administrators as an alternative to
leases.
The University is negotiating
with the Housing Corporations of
each fraternity. The corporations
are being asked to guarantee
$16,000 per year to cover
maintenance and amortization of
the debt.
The fraternity buildings belong
to the University and are under
the same status as any of the
other University housing. Some of
the fraternity Housing
Corporations, according to Dean
Payne, have been hesitant about
signing the agreements.

campus where members are distinct individuals. What may be missing
most is an image of the times, something concrete for the greeks to go
out and offer to an uninterested campus.
Within a year several of the organizations now on the row will
be forced to move into smaller, less popular housing. These groups, as
well as those groups that remain on the row, will preserve their position
only through a hard fought struggle to increase membership by
overcoming student apathy and getting out to tell the campus what
fraternity is all about. If this effort is not made, UPS will lose two or
three fraternities over the next two years. Then possibly there will be
an upswing as the remaining five become frightened enough to do
something about it.
The headstore for this once exciting organization should not
be laid yet. Many social organizations have adapted themselves to
changing social conditions and it's not too late for the greeks.
Hopefully some farsighted adaptive youp within the system will
survive, while the traditionalist greeks struggle on and Joe College
makes his last stand.

From The Editor's Desk
"September b9: the aftermath of tension; the
beginning of change ..." This was the lead to the TRAIL's
editorial one year ago. Perhaps today it should read
"September '70: the results of frustrations; the emergence of
change."
During the past two years a number of students tired
of "beating their heads against a brick wall" and a group of
faculty members wishing to see UPS move away from its
traditionalism, began a process to bring innovation and
change to the University of Puget Sound.
After a long, and in many ways "agonizing battle, the
University now has a University Council representing each
segment of the "University Community". Although the first
actions which were made by the Council were immediately
examined under the scrutinizing eye of the Board of
Trustees, perhaps the "conditional approval" of the UPS
Housing Committee was an indication by the Trustees that
they are willing to take a "wait and see" attitude toward the
Council's governance of the University. At least there appears
to be a willingness to permit change so long as the Trustees
retain the power to stop it if it moves in a direction contrary
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From time to time you might
be seeing a "Delegates Column" in
the TRAIL. This is one of the
means used to maintain
communications between students
and the Executive Board of
student government. Of special
interest at this time of year is
SUBA — the Student Used Book
Association. The purpose of
SUBA is to give students the
opportunity to buy and sell books
at a price less than those in the
University Bookstore. It will be
operating in Student Center 201
(Faculty Dining Room) from
September 9 until September 15.
All students are urged to bring
texts and/or just come and buy.
(It will save you money,
hopefully.)
The ASB this year is helping
students obtain student travel
identification cards to be used in
Europe. These will aid students in
obtaining special student rates on
transportation, lodgin, etc. while
in Europe. These will be
expecially helpful for those
students thinking of spending a
semester abroad. To get one,
please contact one of the
Delegates in SC-205.
As a member of NSA (National
Student Association), UPS
students may obtain such services
as the NSA Life Insurance
Program Record Club, special car
rental rates while in Europe and
many others. NSA can also
provide information on virtually
any subject — from Womens Lib
to Draft Counseling and from
Educational Reform to Gay Lib.
If you would like to procure any
such information, contact Maila
Putnam NSA Co-ordinator,
SC-205.
These, very briefly, are some of
the things that student
government can and does do. If
you have any questions, please
stop by the office.
As a reminder to all students,

now that you are away from
home (or whatever) remember
that the etipk NielY
about drugs and the like.Remember
that they are watching — like Big
Brother — and that is really the
truth. So be cool and try not to
get busted. Have a good year.

Chapel

to their wishes.
A second change, in which the Student Body was
forced to use confrontation tactics, a full-time Dean of
Students office was organized. For the past 10 years the
accredidation teams coming to UPS have recommended that
this office be established. Finally, it has become a reality, and
only because a number of students were willing to lay
everything on the line for it.
These are only two of the actions which took place
last year, helping UPS to move toward the 1970's instead of
standing still as it has done in the past with the traditionalism
instituted by the administration and board of trustees.
The actual action of change is yet to come, only the
machinery has been set up. With the new administrators; new
faculty members; and an energetic group of student
leaders ... change can be a reality—provided that the
administration doesn't try to prevent it.
As it appears, the Trustees are giving change a
chance—the administration must also make an effort to give
the new people and their programs a chance to develop.

D. W.

Art Series
The University Chapel, which
gathers in Kilworth Chapel each
Wednesday at 11:00 am, has
prepared a series of programs for
this semester on the theme of
"Art as `Faithful'
Communication."
The weekly events will begin
Wednesday, Sept. 23, when Mr.
Jon Kowalek, director of the
Tacoma Art Museum, will offer a
program entitled, "The Film as a
Humanizing Agent." The semester
will continue with Prof. F.
Carlton Ball on "Art in Nature"
followed by a University Chalk-In
during which students will chalk
in their own creed or
commitment on the sidewalk in
front of Kilworth Chapel.

Contraceptive
Counseling

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday)
except vacation and examination periods during the
academic year by the Associated Student Body of the
University of Puget Sound. Phone: (206) 759-3521
Ext. 763. Office: Room 214, Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington,
98416. Yearly subscription rates are $4.50. Spring
semester only: $1.50.
STATEMENT OF POLICY

Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of
the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University of Puget Sound, its administration,
faculty, Associated Student Body, or the Puget
Sound TRAIL Staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten.
Deadlines for each issue are 12 (noon) on the Monday
prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right to
edit for length, propriety, or libel.
All material must be signed by the author.

Birth control information is
available to UPS students at the
Tacoma-Pierce County Health
Department located in the
County-City building. The Birth
Control Clinic is located in Suite
657 and has been in operation for
three years.
Information as to the
numerous types of contraceptives
on the market is offered, as well
as professional help in making a
selection which meets an
individual's particular needs.
The clinic resourses are not
limited to married women. Miss
Olive Brower, supervisor of the
clinic, states, "By the time a girl
reaches college age and is on her
own this is up to her." Each
person is treated on an individual
basis.
The number to call for
information or appointments is
FU 3-3311, ext. 341.
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A DEAN
FOR STUDENTS

The
English
Attitude
John English, Dean of Students
consented to an interview with
the hope that students might
become more informed of his
views on a wide range of subjects.
Greg Brewis: Why did you
come to UPS?
John English: I was looking for
a small school in the Pacific
Northwest and UPS was one of
many that fit that description. I
felt a growing sense of community
here. There seems to be a sense of
responsibility for the institution
throughout the University and
since I arrived that feeling has
been reinforced. There is great
potential in the University
Council which epitimized the
sense of community Puget Sound
is developing. The lack of a
University Council in most
schools has been deadly. They
have been so fragmented they
pulled apart. Puget Sound seems
to have a sensible bright group of
students whose perceptions
demonstrate a surprising matruity.
Brewis: Were you hired as a
Vice-President of the University?
English: No. I was hired at a
vice-presidential level. I was hired
because the University came to
recognize the appropriateness of
continuing to have students
represented at the highest level of
University structure.
Brewis: When you say the
University recognized this need do
you mean President Thompson?
English: Both Dr. Thompson
and the selection committee
recognized the need perhaps for
different reasons, because the:
were operating from differen.
perspectives.
Brewis: Do you feel your
operation at the vice-presidential
Ieygk.Wj 1,be, hipdered by, the fact
that you are not truly , a
vice-president?
English: I'm not entirely clew
on this "vice-presidency." I have
never seen the title
"Vice-President" following my
name so I guess I can assume I'm
not. In practical terms I'm not
sure. If there is a distinct
difference between being at the
vice-presidential level and being a
Vice-President, this will be a
concern to me and could prove to
be an uncomfortable position
with which to live.
Brewis: Vice-President Smith
seems to be Thompson's right
hand man. Do you see yourself
filling the same type of position?
English: I hope so. The
position of Dean of Students will
be wasted if the President and I
don't work together. I hope he
will look to me when making
decisions which concern students.
Brewis: Is drug use a problem
on this campus?
English: I'm sure it is.
Wherever people get together,
regardless of age, drug use is a
problem.
Brewis: Will you ever bring a
bust in on the campus?
English: Bringing police on
campus for this, or any situation,
is a last resort. The possibility of
police action always remains
where the law is being violated.
The University should not provide
invulnerability from the law. If I
discover drugs in one living unit I
cannot say I would call in the
police; however, there may be
cause to bring legal action.
Brewis: Have you every
smoked grass?
English: No.
Brewis: With Central Board
elected by less than one third of
the student body how do you
plan to determine the needs of the
entire student body on issues of
general importance?
English: Central Board is the
formal vehicle for student
expression. Students should have
their views expressed through that
group. I realize that this is often
not the case so our office will be
as trustworthy and open to
students ingeneral and will
hopefully get some grass roots
feeling of student thinking. A
feeling of trust must develop. If
they don't trust us we'll be fairly
worthless.
Brewis: College campuses
across the nation, including UPS,

5-1-7/5 =
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Dear UPS Students:
Welcome to the campus—for your first time, as it is for me, or
for a return semester. My staff and I hope to meet and work with you
as the year goes along. In that regard, it might be helpful to have some
explanation of what a Dean of Students and his staff do, or what we

John T. English, Dean of Students
have been the scene of protest of
our government's position in Asia.
What will your position be in
relation to future protests?
English: There are continuing
issues of national importance such
as the Cambodian protest. At
these times there is a sense of
community on campus which has
great potential. If the academic
community cannot talk about the
most important issues in a
reasoned and thoughful way, then
what hope can we have for the
community in general. Our
responsibility in this area is
unavoidable and should be one of
example. In the event of future
protest I will be on campus.
Brewis: During these times of
protest should the University be
closed down?
English : The faculty discussed
this very question at their retreat.
I think they talked about some
important aspects of it. One of
them is that the instructor has a
very important responsibility for
his class. This responsibility is a
continuum and the instructor
might justifiably conclude that he
has a number of options which
include the discussion of a
Cambodian-type situation. I do
not favor shutting down a
University for no business. I do
feel a University may shut down
to take up a special order of
business such as Earth Day.
Brewis: I suppose almost any
subject can be related to these
national problems on some level.
English: Yes. The urgency of
an issue can be related to
Economics 101 or Geology 101 or
whatever. The instructor makes
decisions about class content
every day and this would be
another one.
Brewis: Would you favor
closing the campus in the days
immediately preceeding this fall's
election?
English: Yes. This campaign
will have greater impact on the
University community than ever
before. We have continually told
students to work within the
system and now is their
opportunity. We must not deny
them this change. There should be
no loss of class standing for failure
to attend during those election
days.
Brewis: There is presently a
University regulation limiting the
student's choice to live off
campus. Would you agree that
students should be more self
determiniant than this regulation
allows?

X CELLAR
Welcomes You
To Campus
hours:
MON. thru THURS.
9:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
(except Wed. Opens
4:30 p.m.)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
12 noon - 2 a.m.
SUNDAY
noon - 11 p.m. X

)7 12

English: Yes. There may be
specific regulations such as those
regulating student living options;
however, the reasons for these
regulations must be based on
some important advantage to the
student.
Brewis: Have you met with the
BSU?
English: I have not met with
the group, but with a few Black
students and Brian Thompson. I
see no problems in working with
the BSU. They will have to find
out about me, then we'll see if
they have any problems in my
working with them.
Brewis: How do you view the
greek-indee split on our campus?
English: I am unhappy with
the situation. Hopefully I will be
able to make some inroads into
the split.

hope to do.
The title "Dean OF Students' implies a relationship where
something is done to students-1 think our intent might be more
accurately described by "Dean FOR Students". As other persons in the
University structure have a primary responsibility for some aspect of it,
my primary concern should be student welfare. This leads into our first
purpose—to procide access to all levels of the University structure for
student concerns. We won't guarantee you our agreement, but we will
assure you a fair hearing and our support as a student advocate where
necessary. Secondly, our staff provides an advising and counseling
resource f or you or your group. Whether it's an academic,
organizational, or personal difficulty, please do come in to discuss it
before a small problem becomes less manageable. Third, we hope to
encourage a two-way flow of information—to you, if you have a
question about the campus and to the campus community about
students' needs and preferences, so that it can make a more informed
response. If you do have a question, stop in. We may not have the
answer, but we would be pleased to help you track it down.
That's a start on what we are—now the who and the where. My
office will be on the 2nd floor of the Student Center along with most
of the other people who will be working directly with me. We expect
that this will make us more accessable and useful to you. Other staff
members in the Student Center are: Miss Kathy Kegel, Assistant Dean
of Women, a new member of the staff; Mrs. Dessel Hamilton,
Coordinator of Women's Counseling; and Ray Paynr, Dean of Men. Mrs.
Mary Curran, Dean of Women, is located in the Admissions Office in
Jones Hall.
A closely allied service, the Health Service, is in the Student
Center basement. Its staff includes Dr. Robert Johnson, Dr. G.W.
Bischoff, and nurse, Mrs. Ester Landon. An important new member this
year is Dr. Ada Van Doorn, psychiatrist. She will be available on
Thursdays from our 2nd floor offices.
We hope to devise new and better ways of responding to your
needs as students. I ask your support and advice in the effort. That will
be difficulty to arrange if we don't get acquainted, so stop in!
Sincerely yours,
John T. English
Dean of Students

Carriage House
Antiques

ROTC Banquet
Draws 100

DELIVERY AT DORMS

MODERN
CLEANERS

3620 — 6th Ave.

One hundred incoming
freshmen attended the ROTC rush
banquet on September 3 in the
Great Hall of the UPS Student
Center.
During the course of the
banquet they were shown a short
film depicting Air Force ROTC
activities throughout the year. A"
short talk was given by Lt. Col.
Phillips, commander of the UPS
detatchment.
Pam Tyler, a member of Angel
Flight, spoke briefly about the
role of Angel Flight and ROTC on
campus.
The ROTC program is open to
men beginning their sophomore
and junior years, as well as
incoming freshmen.
For further information
contact Lt. Col. Phillips at the
ROTC office in the UPS
Fieldhouse or call Ext. 264.

SK 2-6884

2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

Mike Black & Jim Peterson

SAVE $$$
Professional Beauty Products
Wholesale — Retail
• All "She" Cosmetics
Botique Items
Head & Neck Bands
Hairsprays & Shampoos

George's

Setting Gels

Barber Shop

OPENING SPECIAL

Wiglets

We Specialize
in long haircut as you wish.

2 1/2 oz.

Any Color

$6.98

STYLE - FLITE
SUPPLIES

Dependability
Satisfaction

3701 6th Avenue

2607 — 6th Ave. 8:30 — 5 MA 7-3440

YOUR BANK
THE FRIENDLY BANK FOR COLLEGIANS

CLOSET TO THE CAMPUS

PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK

of

WASHINGTON
6th & Union — Banking Center
Phone — MA 7-2131
Member FDIC - Member Federal Reserve System
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NEW DORMITORY, not yet named, houses 116 students and includes numerous
special features requested by students. Kappa Alpha Thetas and Independent women
share the building. Thetas (left to right) include Molly Moersch, Shelia Mullen, Marcia
McDonald, and Mary Gleason.

New Dormitory Housed
With Indees St Thetas
The new dormitory, not yet
named by the Board of Trustees,
will go into full-time use this fall
under the joint occupation of
Kappa Alpha Thetas and
independent women.
Built at a cost of $811,000,
seventy five percent borrowed
from the government, the first
residents had typical opening day
complaints--hard beds and
showers that squirt into the halls.
(The showers will soon be fixed.)
One new freshman questioned
the motives of architects Nelson,
Krona, and Ziegler in the design
of the stairways which are
particularly well provided with
windows. She saw the potential of
combining coeds in nighties
running up and down stairs with
illuminated windows.
The new building will house
116 students and will include
numerous special features
requested by students. No rooms
will have more than four students

WOMEN LIVING in the new dormitory particularly like
the spacious lower level lounge. (left to right) Sandy
Jones, Marian Newmarch, Barb Bacon, and Teresa
Kobleski.

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

University Church
Invites You

in them with room size varying guidelines.
On Oct. 11, 1969, Pres.
among two, three, and four man
rooms. Carpets deck the hall Thompson sent a letter to the
floors, but not the rooms as general contractor urging
student consultants had adherence to these guidelines, but
requested. There is a lounge on a later check by the Black Student
every floor, and two lounge-type Union found them not being
rooms in the basement suitable followed.
A second agreement on Feb.
for a wide variety of activities.
Ray Payne, dean of men, said 12, with an increased number of
there will be more space per blacks on the job, commenced
student than in any other work again after a temporary
work stoppage.
University housing.
Relating to the final housing
Construction of the facility
had been the subject of numerous assignments in this dormitory,
disputes between the Dean Payne reported that
ground-breaking on June 9, 1969 independent women had charged
and completion on Aug. 14 of this that sororities were being favored
in the assignment of housing
year.
On two occasions the Black space. Dean Payne pointed out
Student Union confronted the more specifically, that the
University administration with a independents said that when greek
request that Donald MacDonald, and independent women shared a
general contractor of the project, building--the independent women
be required to hire blacks for the were frequently consigned to the
construction in the ratio less desirable lower levels. The
prescribed by Gov. Dan Evans' dean reported that in the new
dormitory independent women
will have the upper two stories.
University Business Manager
Clark Hillier added that the
$673,000 worth of 3% bonds the
University sold to the government
to finance the structure will
become payable in full by the
year 2008.

The University Church is an
ecumenical body of Christians on
campus who are committed to
examing and affirming the
possibilities of the life of faith and
communication. To this end the
Church sponsors events and
discussions which are aimed at
helping each of us see the other as
a child of a common purpose and
of a common God.
Weekly Sunday morning
celebrations are held in Kilworth
Chapel. These unusual and
creative services run all the way
from dialogue sermons and love
feasts to Resurrections Kite-flys.
The hour is 11:00 am and all
students are welcome to

"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tel.
FU 3-4739

BUFF'S
Barber Shop
4-Barbers

participate.

Complete Service
SK 9-8586
TAMANAWAS

3102 — 6th Ave.

to arrive
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Open daily 9 a.m. to 5:00
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Posters, Gifts, Incense Cards, 1

Stationery, Dolls, Laundry Bags, i
Glasses, Mugs, Coloring Books, 1
Dried Flowers, Antiques, etc., etc., etcl
to
—Free Gift Wrap—

ROAST BEEF *
HAM AND CHEESE *
SPECIAL FRENCH
DIP *

ifnie
etagms
HEFTY *

It's the real thing. Coke.

REGULAR *

9194:g Weige-fied
6402-6th Avenue

SK 2-7500

10
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SANDWICHES

CHEESE *

toli

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life—Coca-Cola.
'Coca-Cola - and 'Coke - are regtstered bade - marks whwil id.nlify the same 11, CdUct of The Coca-Cola Company

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Tacoma, Wash
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CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-3 lines 500
Commercial 3 Lines $1.00
Rates for larger ads on request
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 278 for an Ad Taker
ANTIQUES

HOUSING

Antiques, clothes, tapestries,
Parish prints, books, and misc.-Carriage House; 3620 6th Ave.
SK 2-6884 9 am-9 pm.

1102 S. Lawrence, 3-bedroom,
newly redecorated, good location
for schools and transportation.
GR 2-1910.

-

APARTMENT

LOST

Near UPS, girl only. All utilities.
Completely furnished. Available
Sept. 15. $55. 902 N. Sheridan,
LO 4-3463.

Student Body card found. Student name--Kathleen Baxley.
Please pick up in Student Body
Office.

Kleiner Raps On
Continued From Page One

SERVICES
By GREG BREWIS
In need? Got a problem? On
campus student services are standing ready to serve you. As a helpful reminder to returning
students, and an introduction to
new students the TRAIL
traditionally runs a short
something on Student Services.
Her 'tis:
DEANS OF MEN AND WOMEN
Ray Payne, Dean of Men stated
that the Deans of Men and
Women hope to work closely with
any student having personal,
emotional, or academic problems.
Payne mentioned that the
University has added a
psychologist to the staff. He said
thieis staff psychologist will be a
great aid in dealing with the
emotional problems with shich a
student may be faced. Payne
expects the psychologist will
make regular ails to the campus
once a week.
Dean Payne and our newly
appointed athletic director, Doug
McArthur, are considering
openingmore recreation facilities
on campus. Payne mentioned the
likelihood of longer hours for
student use of the Field House,
Women's Gym and the Swimming
,

Pool. Opening these facilities will
create more recreational
opportunities as well as more on
campus student jobs.
DEAN OF STUDENTS
Please note related articles in
this week's TRAIL.
CHAPLAIN
The Rev. Jeffrey Smith is in his
office every morning (Mon.-Fri.)
from 8-10. Hell listen to just
about anything that you wish to
talk about. Heavy?
CELLAR X
Cellar X has adopted a new
policy toward bubblegummers.
No one under 16 will be
permitted in the Cellar unless
accompanied by an adult or a UPS
student. The Cellar will be open
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on
Monday through Thursday, 10
a.m. to 1 a.m. on Friday, Noon-1
a.m. pm Saturday, and
Noon-11:00 p.m. on Sunday. For
other University hours consult the
1970 Logger Leger.
HEALTH SERVICES
Health services are located in
room 11 of the student center.
Dr. Johnson and Dr. Bischoff will
be in at various hours for
consultation. Treatment by the
physican for common and minor
illnesses is also covered in this

service. Esther Landon is our far
out nurse.
ASB OFFICES
As in the past, hourse of the
Student Body Office, SUB 205,
will by 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
student body officers and
delegates-at-large will be keeping
regular office hours, which will be
posted on the door, and everyone
is welcome to come in and rap.
Services available in the ASB
office include the ditto machine
and our new COPY MACHINE
(better than Xerox copies). Prices
will be as follows: 5 cents per
copy for copy machine use; and a
minimum of 50 cents for ditto
use. Both white and colored paper
are available. The office has been
expanded and is very
comfortable—so come on in and
see us.

EAT OUT
WAHLGREN'S

fund raiser, like selling bombs in
the SUB."
Kleiner emphasized that the
new complexity of the draft
lottery makes it more important
than ever that men seek
knowledgeable assistance with
their draft and military problems.
He said, "Even Nixon is still
trying to understand the system,
and as everyone knows, the more
Nixon tries to understand
something the more confusing it

gets."
Kleiner reported that the

Fast Dependable Service
ac

2

—Try Us—

6th & Cedar

Complete shirt laundry and
Dry cleaning facilities.
For All Your Needs

The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

'We Clean Clothes Clean'

DRIVE-IN
COVERED PARKING

UPS SPECIALS

...
. .

MA 7-1410
OPEN

7 AM to 6 PM
MON. THRU SAT.
2220 6th Ave.

26th & Proctor

38171/2 North 26th

Have a Nice Day!

For Your Next Evening Out
Authentic Old World Bavarian
Food and Beverages

.Tht. 34■ 70.•#74".74.71iL

1:01"-401t1:01:011:04.03:.v:..p4.1;10..p
• •e,pe..pope,p0....
•
.

ASTERIQUE
shirts...
the great put-on!

3.99
Number one in the hit
parade of campus gear...
our permanent press
polyester/cotton oxford
cloth shirts with button
down collar. No fuss,
no guss, just plain good
looks and value! White
& colors. Sizes: 10/20

mode o'da y
327 Tacoma Mall
GR 2-2055

2 LOCATIONS: 2313 — 6th Ave.
3737 So. Yakima

UNDERGROUND CLOTHING BOTIQUE
Panchos -- Shawls — Tarot Cards
— Many Imports from India, Spain, & Persia —

ALL SMOKING ACCESSORIES
Pipes — Papers — Clip — Tobacco

DECOR FISHNETS INDIAN BEDSPREADS
—GIANT PILLOWS—
ALL KINDS OF CANDLES, INCENSE,
BLACKLIGHTS, POSTERS, PAINTS,

NOON TO 9 P.M. — 6 Days
'• •
"

dial"41.

•

GR 5-5611
•■•••■•

.4.•:•:•;),••••

;;

,

;;

,1

5K 2-6667

Haircuts
. Hairstylingy
Roffler Sculptur - Kut
By Appointment

;
i

Slacks
79 cents
Plain Skirts
79cents
Plain Sweaters
79 cents
ROTC Uniforms
$1.29
Be sure to mention UPS l
for special prices!

3123 North 26th

SHOE REPAIR

I

10% DISCOUNT CARD"!

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

Proctor

•
•

131

SEE

ANDY & BILL
WINGARD

Zip Cleaners

Deliver

THE HEELS'?"

15-

NEW OWNERS

26th & Proctor

MA 7-0127

"DOWN AT

GLOW
!,CLEANERS S
.

No. End
Quick Clean

Fine Florists
WE DELIVER
L20
05 No. Yakima

Center would have a regular
schedule later in the fall. At the
present time personnel would be
in and out of the office at
different hours. He urged anyone
who wanted to speak to a
counselor to leave a note in the
office.
Last year the Center helped
register twelve men as
conscientous objectors and helped
answer hundreds of questions.

On Weekends—
DINE & DANCE

THE BAVARIAN
204 North

K

at Division

MA 7-5010
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In Seattle Tomorrow

LOGGERS OPEN WITH TOUGH SANTA CLARA
Saturday night at 7:30 the Puget Sound football team will
kickoff its 1970 campaign against the Broncos from Santa Clara. The
game will be played in Seattle's Memorial Stadium in the City Center
area in the shadow of the Space Needle. It will mark the first time the 4
Loggers have played a "home game" in Seattle'and all Logger rooters pt.
are invited to attend. •

Logger head football coach
Bob Ryan doesn't mince words,
"Santa Clara may be the best
team we have ever played."
The Broncos are lead by a
senior All-America quarterback
Dan Pastorini. He is followed by a
bunch of hulking lineman and a
cord of bruising runners as well as
a complement of professional
scouts poised to watch and record
every move and twitch. •

It's Pastorini this and Pastorini
that. Pastorini blows his nose,
Pastorini wipes his nose. The
illusion of infinite talent reeks
from the news releases. However
it takes more than a few news
releases to convince the Loggers
of Pastorini's worth; it requires
statistics and past records.
Unfortunately he has all the stats
to back up the claims.
Over the last two season

■ Pastorini has completed 53% of

.01%.100%Wel.

Doug McArthur, Puget Sound
athletic director, has announced
that buses will be available for
students needing transportation to
the Santa Clara game in Seattle
tomorrow. The buses are free and
will leave the Jones quad at 6:00.
Students who registered were
given tickets to the game, but
supplemental tickets can be
procured Saturday morning at the
athletic office in the fieldhouse
for the $5, $3, and $2 prices.
- For remaining home games,
students will be admitted to Baker
Stadium upon the presentation to
their student activity cards.
8010%.00%/111■01%.10V\s/fto
Santa Clara people are drawing
wi,d comparisons between
Pastorini (6'2", 215) and
Stanford's Jim Plunkett,
Mississippi's Archie Manning and
Roman Gabriel of the Los Angeles
Rams of the NFL.

his passes for 24 touchdowns.
Another unfortunate aspect of the
Broncos is their much vaunted
running attack led by 210-pound
fullback Larry Holmes who
averaged a gawdy 5.6 yard:; per
carry over last season.
Moreover, the Broncos are big;
they will outweight the Loggers
almost down to the man. They
will haul several 260-pounders and
a group of others only slightly less
beefy.
Their defensive unit may be
stronger than the offense,
boasting strong, swift, and
experienced personnel at most
positions.
The game will be played on the
lightning-fast Astro-turf carpeting
the Memorial Stadium. This will
pose added problems for the
Loggers since the Bronco ends will
be able to make sharp cuts and
apply all the moves that they

Senior Co-Captains Roy Bogrand and Ellis Cain
have.
The Loggers will have to put
points on the scoreboard; Santa
Clara's offense seems impossible
to stop cold. The game may be
decided in the defensive
secondaries, for each quarterback
is capable of throwing the
long-bomb for the easy
touchdown.
Coach Ryan thinks that his
charges are ready. On the eve
before this season opener, the
Loggers are undefeated and
untied. As the Loggers embark
upon this most difficult season,
the options are wide-open. With
this killer schedule they can
either flop or continue to build on
the excellent record Ryan has
compiled over the last few years.
At this time there is no telling
which way they may turn.

FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
7:30
1:30
8:00
8:00
2:00
8:00
1:30
1:30
8:00
1:30

SANTA CLARA
REDLANDS

Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

Portland State
Sacramento State
Pacific Lutheran
Western Washington
WHITWORTH
U.S. International
Simon Fraser
LEWIS & CLARK

Toughest Ever

1970--The Year Of The Question Mark
Throughout the country 1970
is being hailed as the "year of the
quarterback," but .for the Puget
Sound football Loggers 1970 may
very well be the year of the
question mark.
With a large batch of new
players, transfers and freshmen
with little experience head coach
Bob Ryan cannot predict that
they will blend into a winning

coalesce into outstanding team
talent.
The only constant seems to be
the opposition. Santa Clara,
Redlands, Portland State, and
awesome Sacramento State will
spell certain suicide for the
Loggers if they don't jell in a
hurry.
To meet the challenge
presented by these four teams

Incomplete?
batter.
According to Ryan the team's
potential is high. In fact, this
year's version of the Loggers
"may be the best in Puget Sound
history." On the other hand, the
players may not jell and all the
hopes and optimism may be

dashed.
The winning ingredients are
visibly apparent; size, technique,
and perhaps foremost speed are
physical qualities of the 1970 crop
of players.
However, the mental,
emotional and intangible aspects
of the game are still in a
perplexing state of flux.
In effect, the whole may not
be equal to the sum of the parts.
The individual talents of the
members of the team may not

coach Ryan and his staff have
gone strictly to a two-platoon
setup. Each player is responsible
for learning only one position
either on offense or the defense.
Ryan feels that this specialization
will cultivate a better grasp of

their duties and responsibilities
for each position. His assignments
will be focused in on one position.
Moreover, it will aid the new
players in learning the Ryan
system. In years past players were
taught both an offensive and
defensive position, and the
complications made it difficult for
newcomers to develop a solid feel
for the system initially. This year
Ryan needs players who are ready
for the opening gun. There will be
no easing into the campaign with
a string of soft opponents.
Sound
For many Puget
observers the 1970 season is not
the year of the quarterback, or
the year of the question mark, but
rather is the year of the question
mark quarterback.
Senior signal caller Bob Cason
(6'1", 180) has been portrayed as
an erratic, semi-neurotic
incorrigible scrambler who thinks
that plays are made to be broken.
Pre-season experts have pegged
Cason as a "ramblin' and
scramblin' quarterback" whose
forte is to turn the best laid plans
of coach Ryan into dust.
He's the guy who scores
143-yard touchdowns and seems
to have a seven or eight second
fuse on his cannon arm. And
despite setting a single season UPS
total offense record while splitting
time with departed Bob Botley,
Cason's credentials are suspect.
All these verbal assaults
notwithstanding, Cason figures to
the the key performer for the
Loggers in 1970. Unquestionably
Cason has the ability to ignite a
smouldering offense with his

HAIRCUT $2.00
Farley's
Kids $1.50 — Sat. $2.00

Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 6th Ave.
-

MA 7-7161

Razor Cut — $3.25
at the

Highland Hill
Barber Shop
5915 — 6th Ave.

Seattle
Tacoma
Portland
Sacramento
Parkland
Bellingham
Tacoma
San Diego
Vancouver, B.C.
Tacoma

qs•VREA

brilliant running and passing
flurries. Cason may be the
question mzrk for many UPS
followers but he is even more
baffling to opponents.
With a little discipline Cason
should be great.
To try to harness the gambling
play of Cason, Ryan and his staff
have opened up the offense with
shifts, special plays, and new
formations to add flexibility to
the offense. All this is intended to
spread out the defense making it
more porous and vulnerable to
Logger thrusts.
A quick overview of the 1970
Loggers reveals 21 returning
letterman among the 88 bodies
turning out. In addition Ryan has
assembled a "banner group of 32
freshmen and 17 transfers" to go
along with l3 returning non-letter
winners.
Breaking the roster down,
Ryan points to the strong
offensive backfield manned with a
flotilla of runners to lug the ball.

I

Tacoma's Only Certified
Master Watchmaker
Caravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton
Seiko
Accutron Sales and Service

9812 No. 26th

110

2 VINCENT PRICE
CHILLING THRILLERS

"CRY OF THE
BANSHEE"
Shock Hit No. 2

"SCREAM and
SCREAM again"

R OXY

10101 Everthing you ever
Wanted TO SEE...
Oil
0 n One GREAT SHOW!
She's Woman Enough
Are you Man Enough?

"FEMALE ANIMAL"
and
"THE MAN FROM
O.R.G.Y."

I TEMPLE

00 HURRY! LEAVES SOONI
00 GP

0111

DOORS OPEN 7:30 01
PERFORMANCE
00
8:00
Direct from Its Sensational
Reserved Seat Enclaoement
GEORGE C. SCOTT
KARL MALOON

O

"PATTON"
"A man you'll never
forget." - -N.Y. Post

NARRPAIS
Avt

M 4skif NUR

Doors 7:30
Performance 8:00

LOVE
PEACE
0

OTI
grA

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS

0

x

continued on Page 7

Diamonds — Jewelry

0

RIALTO

r

6pr.

WOODSTOCK
In the Magnificence
of 4 Track

STEREOPHONIC
SOUND' um

SK 9-4242

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK

Welcomes Your Patronage!
6th & Pine
MA 7-8191

12th & K
FU 3-2555

24th & Pacific
BR 2-3178
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? Question Mark ?

It Could Happen Here
It's put your money where your mouth is time again. A local
handicapper has chosen these longshots and attached odds to each. Last
year UPS surprised everyone with some of the things that they did and
didn't do. This year figures to be even more improbable, but how much
more?
Santa Clara crumbles before
the Loggers. (2-1)
A UPS baseball player is
drafted. ('/4.1)
* UPS appears in Sports
Illustrated twice. (25-1)
Seattle Pacific donates their
fieldhouse to the Eastside
Pigeon Club. (13-1)
The UPS Fieldhouse is sold out
for a basketball game. (11-1)
Ed Huston specializes on
defense. (35-1)
Logger baseballers make the
playoffs. (2-1)
Pitcher Craig Caskey makes
All-America. (11/2-1)
Swim team finishes in top
10 at nationals. (6-1)
Logger trackies win a meet.
(15-1)
Logger trackies lose a meet.
(no bets)
All small college conferences in
the Northwest boycott UPS
beginning 1972.
The Pep Band exists. (15-1)
The Pep Band learns how to
play the "Lonely Bull." (20-1)
The cheerleaders yell. (61/2-1)
The yell leaders cheer. (9-1)
A UPS coxwain gets washed
out to sea. (12-1)
At least three oarsmen catch
crabs. (no bets)
Mark Ross catches over 50
passes. (7-1)
The UPS cross country team
finishes. (4-1)

Don Zech's basketball team
wins 20 games for the third
straight season. (11/4-1)
Cagers invited into the playoffs
again. (2-1)
Guard Charles Lowery selected
All-America. (8-1)
Coach Jack McGee's
baseballers earn a playoff
berth. (no bets)
UPS admitted to the West
Coast Athletic Conference.
(25-1)
Logger football team records
more than 6 wins. (4-1)
A UPS basketball player is
drafted by the pros. (2-1)
A UPS football player is
drafted. (8-1)
Another deck of football
stands is planned. (14-1)
Cason reestablishes a total
offense record. (3-1)
Bob Cason survives the season.
(3-1)
Sacramento State footballers
forfeit against UPS. (100-1)
UPS recognized in Sports
Illustrated once. (10.1)

continued from Page 6
Veteran fullback Gary Brown
(6 '2", 205) erased all doubts
about his broken leg with
powerful performances in
scrimmages. Junior halfback Rick
Strain (6'1", 190) complements
Brown well with a solid
breakaway potential.
Backing up this pair are
transfers John Garland (6'2", 190)
and Greg Opsahl (6', 190) along
with sophomore Bill Hecker
(5'11", 185) and sprinter Doug
Boughal (6', 185).
The vital interior line is due for
a fresh face lifting; graduations
have left voids at three spots with
the loss of Ron Busche, Bob
Hunt, and Little All-America Dave
Kinkela.
Those holes are contested for
by sophomores Mary Nelson
(6'1", 210) and Tom Glithero (6',
200) at strong guard, juniors John
Fouts (5'11", 180) and Don
McDonald (5'11", 200) at weak
guard, and junior Rick Keeley
(6'6", 275) holds the strong
tackle spot.
The only returnees from last
year's well-drilled offensive line at
senior center Jerry Meyerhoff
(6'2", 220) and senior tackle
Henry Johnson (6'2", 215). This
pair should stabilize the lineplay,
the place where many games are
won or lost.
The receiving corps of junior
split end Louie Herdener (6', 180)
and senior flanker Mark Ross
(6'2", 190) with occasional tosses
to senior tight end Jim Madison
(6'2", 230) looks sound. Ross,
eqipped with soft hands and a
battery of open-field moves, could
be close to sensational according
to Ryan.
Senior split end Ellis Cain, slow
to recover from a severely broken

Guard Ed Huston named
All-America. (7-1)
Trainer Zeke Schuldt stamps
out athletes foot. (42-1)

leg suffered against Sacramento
State last season, has been
struggling to regain his
game-breaking form. Doctors feel
that the leg simply needs to be
strengthened putting co-captain
Cain's abilities out of reach for
awhile.
Defensively the Loggers figure
to be quicker and faster though
experience up front is lacking.
With the potent offenses they will
be called upon to handle the
Loggers may be hardpressed if
Injuries visit the Logger camp.
The linebackers play an
especially heavy role in Ryan's
Arkansas "Monster" defensive
allignment. The Loggers are
fortunate to return a trio fo
veterans in senior co-captain Roy
Bogrand, (5'11", 190), junior Jim
Kleitsch (6', 220), and senior
Mike Jackson (5'11", 185).
The secondary should be a
group of ball-hawkers and much
improved over last year. At one
halfback sophomore Roy Conwell
(6'3", 190) is battling senior
letterman Gene Tomlinson
(5'10", 175) while at the other
wing speedy Hugh Larkin (5'9",
162) is running first string.
Letterman Andy Lofton (5'9",
165) will handle the safety duties.
There is considerable depth at
the deep backs and the Loggers
may have the secondary to stop
the expected aeriel blitzkrieg to !
come.
The defensive line may prove r
to be the weakest link in the
Logger armour. A flock of new
replacements have moved into the
lineup, some with no game
experience at all. All Northwest
nose guard Bob Lucey (5'10",
200) anchors the line. He lead the
team in tackles last year and is

wommor

immor

The QB--Bob Cason
nose guard Bob Lucey (5'10",
200) anchors the line. He lead the
team in tackles last year and is
looked to for another big year.
Flanking Lucey at the tackles
are senior letterman Dave McKim
(6'5", 225) and sophomore Nat
Brown (6'3", 230), while at the
ends will be sophomore Dave
Rastovski (5'11", 185) and
freshman, just out of the service,
Haydn Parry (6'3", 230).
Kicking, the special phase of
football that had been ably
handled by Clint Scott over the
last four years, looks shaky at the
outset.
The team has progressed ahead
of Ryan's schedule and the
coaches and players are confident.
Whether that confidence is well
founded will be quickly shown.
The opener will answer a lot of
question marks.
The year 1970 may not be any
of the aforementioned "years"; it
may be the year that could have
been but never was.
PAYED ADVERTISMENT

Put it together at the
a it

COURT "C" COFFEEHOUSE It ARTISTS' MALL
LIVE FOLK MUSIC FRI & SAT NITE 10:30 PM-1:30 AM
Downtown Tacoma 914 Broadway or 915 Court C Alley

ARTISTS' MALL call MA 7-9656

COFFEEHOUSE call MA 7-6661
Open Mon. to Thurs. 11:30 a.m. - 12 midnite Fri. & Sat. until 2 a.m.
Sunday 7:30 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. with exotic foods, teas, coffees, and soft
drinks, live music at lunches, and featuring these outstanding

DAILY FLASH
posters
pipes

Programs
Mon.-Underground Cinema 8:30 pm 50c
Tues.-Poetry, Drama, Prose 8:30 pm 50c
Wed. & Thurs. - Folk & Blues 7:30 p.m. $1
Fri. Sat. & Sun. - Topical Discussions,
8:30 p.m., 50c - led by people in the
news--an open forum where you can have
your say ... All programs designed for you
to participate ... you show your films,
read your writings, sing your songs or say
what you feel about a topic ...

Open Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. until 10:30 p.
Closed Sundays
OVER 30 ARTISTS DOING THEI R CRAFTS
,

WITH GIFTS LIKE:
POTTERY JEWELRY
CANDLES
LEATHER
TIE-DYE
PAINTING
KNITTING BEAD WORK SILKSCREEN
MACRAME WOOD & ROCK PAINTING
ROCK & GEM CUSTOM CLOTHES
PUPPETS PHOTOS FURNITURE
Plus ... these shops: Black Arts; Guitars &
Accessories; Bead Shop; Bookstore; Head
shop with posters, Pipes etc.; Candy
Antiques; Music & Craft lesson studio.

;

Brautigan, Snyder, Huxley,
Cleaver, Hoffman, Ginsberg,
Burroughs, Ferlinghetti, Peds,
Rubin, Hesse, Kesey, DeBray,
Steinbeck, Lawrence, Miller,
Agee, Barth, Kerouac, Cohen
Bradbury, Asimov, Heinlein
Tolkein, Rampa, Vonnegut,
McKuen, Krishnamurti, Clarke,
Marcus, Lennon, Achebe, Seale
Brown, Jones, Kohl, Nentoff,
Holt, Neill, Russell, Reik, Berne
Fromm, Watts, Freud, McLuhan
Jagger, Guevera, Sontag, Spock
Mead, Marcuse, Tolstoy, Marx,
Twain, Milne, Dali, Escher, Jung,
Becket, Genet, Brecht, Fuller,
Sartre, Borges, Heller, Pinter
Bosch, Blake, Nader, Carson
Gibran, Leek, Cayce, Pike
Scanlan's, Lampoon, Liberation
Rags, Rolling Stone, Downbeat
Jazz & Pop, Show, Atlas
Billboard, Circus, Esquire
Evergreen, Militant, Guardian
Black Panther, Georgia Straight
New Times Journal, The Seed
Puget Sound Partisan, Whol
Earth, Big Rock Candy Mountain
Ramparts, Tarot Cards, Psychic
Atlantic, Harper's, New Republic
Analog, Fantasy, If, I Ching ..
,

,

incense

Black Arts & Novelties
featuring Local Black Artists

,

Horoscope Bead Necklace "as original as you are"

,

,

Come in and chat

& Other

Court C

FOLK & CLASSICAL

Guitar Shop
Head Type
Goodies

Martin - Airia - Guild
Strings, Harmonicas, Accessories

Folk & Blues Workshop
A FOLK CENTER with musicians for hire; guitar and singing

BLACKLIGHT FIXTURES lessons; rehersal studio for rent; lectures and music
FOR YOUR ROOM ... & demonstrations for schools; and a music libray ... and visit
Visit
oom
-

Our

blacklight

our open mike sessions WED. & THUR. nite at Court C.
$1.00 7:30 p.m. Call MA 7-6661. •

Heads - Heads
small - large -

Reads

huge

Beads - Beads -

Beads

The American Dream
Bookstore

warms Iwo (c.0.
court

c
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Welcome Back To The New Look
at the
Old Store"

Don't Go All Over Town
Looking For Your School Supplies

PENS

N OTE B O O K S

We've Got 'Em

Photo Developing Services

The UPS Bookstore has a large and complete student supply

We have a new photo center complete with film processing. You

department. We have the pens and pencils and notebooks and all

can order any print size up to an 8 X 10 glossy. All of this at low

the rest you'll need in your college career. And we have them at

prices with quality service.

the lowest possible prices. Our staff is well trained and courteous;
their sole aim is to help you find what you're looking for.

Art Supplies

There's Strength in Numbers
We of the UPS Bookstore get together with book store people
from 40 other universities in eight

We pride ourself in our line of art and drawing supplies, stocking

states to buy merchandise collectively

the finest merchandise. If your professor requires it, we've got it.

and to toss around a few ideas. It keeps

And if it's something not required, we've probably got that too,

us on the ball and we get a lot of great

if not we'll order it. There's no sense in looking all over town for

ideas. (We give them some good ideas,

these hard-to-find items, because they're easy to find at the UPS

too!) It all adds up to greater values

Bookstore.

and a better store for you!!!

REMEMBER
All Required Textbooks Are Located at BOOKSTORE in the

BASEMENT of the SUB

UPS BOOKSTORE

